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Why do I continue to upload photos 
to my personal Drupal site?



MY OWN DATA
MY OWN DATA

MY OWN DATA
I like to own  
my own data
!



DATA !
 OW

NERSHIP
Proprietary platforms can be short-lived…



and it keeps happening…



CREATIVE FREEDOM
CREATIVE FREEDOM
CREATIVE FREEDOMI don't like  

how proprietary 
platforms limit my 
creative freedom

!

CREATIVE FREEDOM





Proprietary 
platforms  

limit creative 
freedom & 

identity



Detail = identity
Details form  
identity, and 
identity is what 
makes something 
differentiated  
and memorable.

Excerpts from a thread from  
The Cultural Tutor  

@culturaltutor



Detail = identity
“Somebody might 

not like a detail 
(read: character), 

so there can be  
no details.”



In the early days, websites 
were called ‘home’ pages.   

They were unique and  
full of identity.

! ! !!
! !
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I don't like how these 
platforms treat my 

friends and familyly

I don't like how these 
platforms treat my 

friends and family

!
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PR
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Y Friends don't let 

friends get tracked
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We don't want 
to live in a 
world where 
proprietary 
systems reign 
supreme

We don't want 
to live!
world 
proprietary 
systems reign 
supreme



We want Good Software to win.
Open | Flexible | Unlimited creativity | Accessible 
Pro-privacy | Secure | No lock-in



Drupal lets me 
control my own 

code & data

I like to own  
my own data

!



Automated accessibility checkers are not always complete or accurate. Manual testing is important.

The WebAIM Million!
The 2022 report on the accessibility  
of the top 1,000,000 home pages



The WebAIM Million!
The 2022 report on the accessibility  
of the top 1,000,000 home pages



The WebAIM Million!
The 2022 report on the accessibility  
of the top 1,000,000 home pages



The WebAIM Million!
The 2022 report on the accessibility  
of the top 1,000,000 home pages



Drupal does 
not limit my 

creative 
freedom

I don't like  
how proprietary 
platforms limit my 
creative freedom

!



Drupal empowers 
identity.



Drupal leads  
with safety  
& security

I don't like how these 
platforms treat my 

friends and family

!
I

ly



Drupal does 
not track 
users by 
default

dri.es doesn't collect 
information about you;  
it aspires to the privacy  
of a printed book



Invasive tracking
Kills identity & differentiation

No control over code
Poor accessibility

No data ownership

No privacy

Exploitative
Creepy

Black Box



Invasive tracking
Kills identity & differentiation

No control over code
Poor accessibility

No data ownership

No privacy

Exploitative
Creepy

Black Box

For all these 
reasons, I  

want to keep  
uploading my 

photos to my 
Drupal site



How I  
feel when  
I upload a 
photo to 
InstagramInstagramInstagram



But it is 
not just 

about me 
and my 

website…

me



Many people and organizations 
want to build ambitious 
web experiences  
that are…!

 
Secure
Flexible

Scalable
Free of lock-in

Mindful of privacy
Lead with accessibility

Differentiated and unique 

 
Secure!
Flexible!

Scalable!
Free of lock-in!

Mindful of privacy!
Lead with accessibility!

Differentiated and unique 



Today, the web  
is ingrained into 
nearly every 
aspect of daily life:
A work space
A utility space
A social space
A discovery space ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! !



We have to do everything 
we can to protect

the Open Web
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Drupal is a public good that  

enables the 
Open Web



Caring about Drupal 
= Caring about the Open Web



We have such an important mission, sometimes  

I get frustrated that  
we don't promote  
Drupal better.

promote



Drupal has transitioned from a basic CMS to  

a powerful platform  
for ambitious site builders ambitious



Walled Gardens

ht now

“Composability"  
  is one of the hottest tech  
  trends right now

!



“Composable", you say?!

Drupal hits every mark!

1. Modular architecture? (Thousands of modules)         
2. No-code / low-code?                                                                                                            
3. Decoupled front end and many customer touch points?                                                                             
4. Package management? (Recipes + distributions + project browser)



Drupal Business Survey 2022
! ! ! !+! ! !

Most Drupal agencies 
report that their !

project pipeline !
is growing 

Grew
No change
Weakened



Walled Gardens

Drupal supports many  
of the world’s top 
organizations.
not only!

the biggest and best, but the most impactful!



There are so many great things  
happening in Drupal, we need to find way to  

promote our work better.promote our work better.



We have such an important mission, sometimes  

I get frustrated that we 
don't innovate faster.innovate faster



What slows contribution down?

Coding standards

Accessibility 
reviews

Writing tests

Maintaining backward 
compatibility !

Non-standard 
tools

Waiting for 
reviewers

What slows contribution down?



Drupal has such a large impact 
on the digital landscape that!

we have to care about…

Easy upgrades
Stability Security

Accessibility
Scalability

Performance

Performance!
Easy upgrades!
Accessibility!
Scalability!
Security!
Stability

Flexibility
Our reputationReliability



Drupal has such a large impact 
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Performance!
Easy upgrades!
Accessibility!
Scalability!
Security!
Stability

Flexibility

Our reputationReliability



Good software cares about end users!end users!



“Help people who help people”



                     speed  
           (innovation) !
                                                                     

                                                                                   responsibility !
                                        (caring)



                     speed  
           (innovation) !
                                                                     

                                                                                   responsibility !
                                        (caring)

and



While we  
cannot lower  
our bar, we can  
make it easier to achieve it. !

Drupal has such a large impact  
on the digital landscape that !
we need to keep innovating.!



One way to go faster  
is to improve our!

ToolsTools





What slows contribution down?

Coding standards

Accessibility 
reviews

Writing tests

Maintaining backward 
compatibility !

Non-standard 
tools

Waiting for 
reviewers



Process      & Culture
Process



Faster 
progress can 
only be made 
when we 
aren't afraid 
of making 
mistakes

Most decisions can 
be easily reversed or 

improved upon later



ToolsTools

Process      & Culture
Process



ToolsTools CapacityCapacity

Process      & Culture
Process



Process      & Culture
Process

How are we bringing  
more people to Drupal !

bringing
more people to Drupal

(and the Open Web)?CapacityCapacity



Since last DriesNote 5 months ago...

Olivero became stable/default
CKEditor5 became stable/default
We’re almost PHP 8.2 ready 
We upgraded to Symfony6
and we made Core smaller
All of these are included in Drupal 10



Project Browser and 
Automatic updates

We continue to make progress on







These 2 initiatives are 
great because they 
make the Open Web 
more approachable.

Project Browser and 
Automatic updates



Drupal 10 is on track to  
               be released in December.  !

" ""

Drupal 10 
release

"



Drupal 10 is on track to  
               be released in December.  !

Drupal 9 users will have 11 months to upgrade.     pal 9 users will have 11 months

" ""

Drupal 10 
release

Drupal 9 
upgrade 
deadline

"



Project Browser 
Automated updates 
and Easier upgrades

We continue to make progress on



Project Browser 
Automated updates 
and Easier upgrades

We continue to make progress on

! ! ! !
! ! !♡

https://fsymbols.com/heart/


Drupal 10 contrib readiness

At beta 1, Drupal 10 has  
3x as many compatible / ready modules as Drupal 9 did

Stable
Improve stability of the release
Make tagged release available
Fix info.yml/composer.json errors found
Run Rector to fix all errors
Run Rector to fix some errors
Manually review and fix errors
Resolve pre-scanning errors



Drupal is getting easier 

GitLab  
automations

Backward  
compatibility

Drupal 9

Automated  
updates

Rector

! ! ! ! !

Drupal 7

Drupal 8

Drupal 10

Project 
Browser

Starter  
themes



Drupal 10 thanks you!
It takes a village!!

1,500+ individuals and 
500+ organizations 
  
helped with Drupal 10 core so far



Moving 
towards 
bleeding edge 
innovation
once Drupal 10 is released



 It means we have to keep investing in 

headless.



Keep modernizing our!

content + 
authoring 

experience



Expand and improve our  

data modeling 
capabilities



Add a reference  

React/Svelte/Vue-
based application !

in core?



Fully embrace Symfony  
(because Symfony is !)



Reduce Drupal Core and embrace  
our own   
‘recipes'  

initiative 
(formerly "starter templates")



A lot of this we  
can start on now!
and some of it already exists.



Larger initiatives require 
larger investment.!

The Drupal Association will  
secure funding through certified 
partners, philanthropy, grants, etc.



what did we cover today?RECAP
1. Drupal helps foster the Open Web. 

2. Drupal is one of the most prevalent and relevant solutions  
       in the market. Let's continue to innovate and promote it.

3. Our active initiatives are designed to care for  
       and bring people to the Open Web and Drupal. 

4. We are very focused on making contributing  
        to Drupal faster and easier.



When  
what you think, !
what you say  
and !
what you do !
are all the same,  
you are the happiest.

ALIGNMENT



Get involved!  
It might be hard, but it is worth it



DRIESNOTE
Thank you! 

DRIESNOTE

! !
Q&A session after the break 

Slides to be posted at https://dri.es 


